**Answering reviewers**

**Reviewer 1:** Authors suggest the hypothesis that the intraoperative application of ADM prevent or delay Frey syndrome. Is shown the absence of dependence on gender, age and volume of surgical intervention. The findings responding with conclusions. The idea/concept of manuscript is to find new way or avoid such complication as Frey syndrome. Were shown long-term results after modern usage acellular dermal matrix. Examination of limited number of patients and conclusion of this research can use only as a start up. Of course, authors should use results of examination amoung patients to confirm the Idea.

**Response:** We are pleased to receive your comments on the review of our team's article No. 89476. Our team made amendments one by one according to the review comments and marked them with a highlighted background color. Unfortunately, our clinical trial registration number is still in the approval process, and we will upload the clinical trial registration results immediately after the subsequent approval.

Yours sincerely

Xianda Chai

January 22, 2024